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SeCReTS 
of three wiNNers
the founders of some of Budapest’s most successful startups share 
how they did it – and how others can too.

hen people talk about 
successful startups in 
Budapest, three names 
commonly mentioned are 

NNG, Prezi and Ustream. NNG makes 
navigation software that has become the 
industry standard for use in GPS devices, 
Prezi provides presentation software that 
makes Power Point look old-school, and 
Ustream has become the world’s most 
widely used streaming software.

The success of these firms, which were 
small startups just a few years ago, make 
them the envy of the hoards of founders 
out there. In the hopes of finding out some 
of their secrets, the Budapest Business 
Journal asked founders from each of these 
companies what it takes to make it in the 
business. Their answers include stories of 
serendipity, personal interests becoming 
businesses, hard work – and some 
surprises.

Péter Balogh, the CEO of leading navigation 
solutions software NNG, turned his hobby 
into his first startup. “The idea of game 
startup came as I was working as a 
programmer and started writing games 
as a hobby” Balogh said. “Initially I wrote 
games that were free of charge but later I 
decided to try to sell my games so the first 
step was turning my hobby into a business.” 
When he realized that there is potential in 
his work he decided to establish NNG, the 
business that gained world-wide fame and 
success for him.

Teaching at the Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics (BME), Prezi co-
founder Péter Halácsy was stunned by the 
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Gyula Fehér

MaxiMizinG iNNovatioN

how would you describe the innomax 
grant? 
Invitel launched the InnoMax initiative six years 
ago in 2009. The initiative has grown into a real 
innovation boost and both the number and 
quality of entries in the tender have increased. 
We would like to motivate an ever-greater 
circle to take up the opportunities of modern 
technology, that can make their organizations 
more competitive and efficient.

what was your expectation when you 
first offered the grant? Approximately 
six years ago Invitel expanded its portfolio 
beyond its telecommunication services with 
IT solutions. At the same time, we aimed to 
launch a project where innovative solutions of 
domestic companies could receive attention 
with the help of Invitel. As our main objective 
was to encourage business innovations and 
place successful companies in the spotlight, 
on the one hand we wanted people to learn 
about Hungarian innovative initiatives, while 
on the other we wanted to support these 
initiatives with info-communication services 
and professional consultation. At the same 
time, we considered it important from the very 
beginning that the support should not stop at 
the presentation of the award, therefore we 
created InnoMax Klub, which is a community 
based on Anglo-Saxon business models. In 
the framework of this community, participants 
can gather information regarding the world of 
innovation.

the grant scheme has just been 
extended, could you elaborate on 
that?
The system offers more categories and awards 
than ever before. As of this year any Hungarian 

company can run for the InnoMax Business 
Award. We also expect applicants to present 
project ideas. For our existing clients we have 
established the InnoMax Loyalty Award, that 
welcomes already developed projects. As of 
this year there is another new category named 
InnoSchool Award, that invites creative projects 
of primary and secondary schools and has the 
motto of “School of the Future”. I believe that 
the InnoMax Grant Scheme with these add-
ons is finally in a shape that makes it a leading 
player in the Hungarian world of innovation.

what are some of the innovative ideas 
the grant has funded in the past?
In the past years we have awarded many 
innovative ideas. The unique newsletter service 
of E.N.S. Zrt. helps companies to deliver 
every newsletter safe. The body language 
analysis tool of DLM Solutions Kft. makes 
negotiations more effective. The special sign 
language interpreter of SINOSZ (the Hungarian 
Association of the Deaf and Impaired Hearing) 
was also awarded, which makes the life of 
people with hearing impairment easier.
The novelty of the last year was involving 
non-governmental organizations, and the 
winner was the idea of Kék Vonal Child 

Crisis Foundation. The search module of the 
foundation is a very useful tool in finding missing 
children. The audience award of the category 
was given to Studium Generale Foundation 
for its program that helps preparations for the 
secondary school finals. InnoApps opens many 
opportunities for the imagination of the developer, 
that is well proven by last year’s winner. The 
winner of the “Stop Kidding Category” was 
Levente Cipak with his development entitled 
“e-motion or the GPS-based cowboy”. With this 
unique app, the users can track their cows with 
the help of a smartphone. The users of Invitel’s 
Facebook page chose the winner of “Keep 
Kidding Category”: a game entitled “Vitamin” by 
Viktor Kovács, which improves logic, memory 
and problem solving skills for all age groups.

The tender period for this year started on 
3 February. We trust that we will receive 
numerous creative tender entries, as last year 
saw a record number of 114 applicants.

how does invitel profit from the 
award?
We support initiatives that support society in all 
areas of life. We would like to show that even 
the most modern IT services are available 
in Hungary and these can make Hungarian 
entrepreneurships more efficient and 
successful. Besides this, we have established 
cooperation ties with many of our previous 
contestants. We would also like to educate 
Hungarian business community about ICT 
technology on a wide spectrum. Through 
InnoMax, Invitel has funded 62 organizations 
and companies since 2010, and we trust we will 
exceed 100 soon. We are proud that InnoMax 
achieved second place ranking prize in the 
year’s Social Investment Program Category 
and third place in the Most Innovative Supporter 
Program Category offered by the Hungarian 
Donation Forum (MAF) in October 2014. This 
shows us that six years ago we launched a 
program that was built on real demands, and 
this has become the most important element 
of Invitel’s corporate social responsibility.

Távlatokat nyitunk

  Imre Mártha, 
  Chief Operative Director of Invitel
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expert opinion

InnoMax grants fund 
new ideas, to bring 
them to market. BBJ 
interviewed  Invitel coD 
Imre Mártha about his 
firm’s initative.
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previous workplace. They found they shared many common ideas 
for achieving success, so they started planning and developing. 
At first, Ustream generated income by placing advertisements on 
their streamed videos. “Later, users said that they would rather pay 
for the service instead of having advertisements, and the business 
model started changing” Fehér said. “Following the business 
model of ‘software as service’, the focus is now on business users, 
although we still sell advertisement places on the site.”

working locally, selling globally
Hungary has several advantages that make this a good place for 
a startup, and thanks to the internet, it’s easy to reach a global 
market from Budapest, the founders said.

Halácsy noted the good system of startup incubators and a 
support system in Budapest, and said one such project started 
by his company is helping: “The success of Hungarian startups 
was greatly boosted by the initative of Budapest Bridge, which we 
jointly created with LogMeIn and Ustream in order to share good 
examples and practices.”

While there are many good developers in Budapest, and expenses can 
be lower here, the potential market for his product is much bigger 
than this country, Halácsy said. “According to estimates, there are 
approximately 2 billion people around the world who are willing to 

share their ideas with others.” Balogh said Hungary has world-
leading technology experts who are daring enough to be flexible. 
“This flexibility helps a lot in the software business and in the 
world of startups, as a small startup has to believe that they 
can make great changes even if they are dealing with an already 
existing product or service” Balogh argued. However in his 
opinion, the Hungarian mindset is “a bit more tunnel-visioned”, 
which is quite understandable as “out of 100 startup ideas only 
one receives funding, and out of 100 funded ideas there is only 
one that can be successful”. He also agreed that the best target 
market is a global one, because it “is bigger, it is easier to find 
your clients, and once you are present and keep developing, 
more and more clients will show up. It is also essential to 
satisfy the special demands of the market, which can win you 
ultimate success.”

Fehér added that the “atmosphere of Hungary suits a startup well. 
Although Budapest is a bit low-budget and less ostentatious, still 
the capital is inspiring and makes it possible for startups to reach 
the maximum result with minimal resources”. Yet there is room for 
improvement, mainly in nurturing entrepreneurial mindset. “Like Silicon 
Valley, Hungary should adopt laws that motivate entrepreneurship, 
probably by offering tax allowances” Fehér envisages. Education 
should also include entrepreneurial studies, according to Fehér, in 
order to show students how they can realize their ideas.

presentation visualization of another Prezi 
co-founder Szabolcs Somlai-Fisher, who 
was Halácsy’s student at the time. When 
Halácsy asked about the software Somlai-
Fisher used, it turned out that it was only 
a set of codes, which the programmers 
shared. Later, when they realized the 
success of their presentations, they decided 
to create a graphic interface, and as more 
and more users praised the program, they 
decided to develop it into a business.

Ustream founder and chief technology 
officer Gyula Fehér said that his business 
started as a “time-consuming hobby 
accompanied by strong commitment.” 
When he saw promise in the business, 
he quit his job and started designing and 
developing his product. He emphasized the 
importance of “investing loads of work and 
energy” in the foundation of his startup.

hard work and dedication above 
everything
When it comes to going from an idea 
to a successful business, all three 
entrepreneurs spoke of the importance of 
hard work, building the right team, and the 
willingness to take risks. They also noted 
the importance of finding a way to monetize 
their innovations.

“When I saw that my hobby could become 
a business, I quit my job at Nokia in Finland 
and I came home to start my startup and 
left everything behind,” said Balogh of 
NNG. He said he immediately gathered 
those experts whom he trusted for their 
expertise. “I had some friends who were 
experts, whom I had known well, so I made 
them an offer to work with me for free for a 
year, and after that I would give them shares 
and ownership of the startup. They agreed, 
and by the end of the first week we had a 
venture that regularly generated profit in 
the market, with 2-3 employees, and we 
were able to get our own salary.”

According to Halácsy, “The first step and 
the millionth step are the same: You have to 
work hard in order to provide the users with 
a program that makes their everyday lives 
easier. If you want to be successful you have to be persistent, hard-
working, dedicated and you also need a pinch of luck.” Halácsy 
said his company was also able to make money from the idea 
quickly. “Prezi has been cash-flow positive from the very first day 
on” he said. “The main idea is that the software is free to use for 
creating public presentations for anyone, however, if companies 
wish to store private presentations they are required to pay a 
monthly fee for the service.”

Fehér said he believes that “startup founders go against the odds, 
as most startups end as failures”, and they need to avoid being 
discouraged. “You need to be able to stand up again following a failure 
and change your concept” Fehér argued. “There is no such thing 
as an original idea, as Facebook was not the first social media site 
and Youtube was not the first video sharing page, but it is the talent 
and the persistence of the people that determines success”. The 
founding partners of Ustream used to be the clients of Fehér at his 

Péter Halácsy

Péter Balogh


